Malpractice & The Suicidal Client

Clients with suicidal intent or behavior are one of the most challenging and emotionally charged issues in social work today. As even seemingly slight clinical errors can trigger enormous legal fallout, the savvy practitioner proceeds with utmost care and preferably with a team of experienced professionals. In many instances, there is no margin for error.

How does malpractice risk arise? In ways both great and small. A distracted social worker may fail to record an entry in a clinical record; fail to promptly return a telephone call; fail to monitor the progress of one of many clients long after the crisis seems over. Though the greatest risks involve faulty diagnosis and inappropriate treatment, additional factors combine to make for a potential minefield. Since most state laws impose a duty to protect and prevent suicide, liability for wrongful death can be established in numerous ways, among them:

♦ Failure to take appropriate and sufficient action to prevent death.
♦ Failure to follow the rules and procedures of a setting
♦ Failure to provide an acceptable standard of care
♦ Errors in judgment about whether to confine a client, in conjunction with negligent assessment and diagnosis.
♦ Failure to document activities performed on behalf of the client.

Assessment: The Cornerstone of Risk-Reduction

Multiple factors should be considered when assessing for suicidal risks.

♦ High-risk Group Membership. This includes adolescents, substance abusers, seniors, persons with chronic mental or physical illness, men (especially white men), the unemployed and retired, and those with a family history of suicide.
♦ Current Suicide Plan. From the first meeting and continuing as clinically appropriate throughout treatment, social workers should assess for suicide plan or suicidal ideation. Key areas to probe include access to and lethality of proposed method, specificity of plan, and proximity of helping resources.
♦ History of Attempts. Recent suicide attempts or attempts involving objectively dangerous means are high-risk indicators. Other red flags include the client’s belief that his or her past suicide attempt would succeed and/or that rescue was unlikely.
♦ Current Situation. High-risk indicators include recent job loss, death or divorce in the family, and ruminating about episodes of abuse, neglect, or anniversaries of losses.
♦ Personality Factors and Mood. Substance abusers, the severely depressed, and clients with borderline personality disorders or psychotic processes are at elevated risk.
♦ Physical Conditions. Chronic physical conditions, current physical trauma or disability, and recently diagnosed terminal, disabling or chronic conditions are red flags.
♦ Social Supports. As mentioned, suicide risk increases in instances of isolation and/or impulsivity.
♦ Past and Current Coping Skills. Clients who use alcohol or other drugs to cope with problems are at elevated risk.
♦ Warning Signs. Be alert to depressive symptoms, verbal and behavioral warnings, and emergency status with respect to timing and intervention. Clients determined to be at risk of suicide within the next 24 hours represent an urgent, time-sensitive risk.

In summary, the prudent practitioner should follow established procedures, provide referrals for appropriate complementary services, and seek consultation.

Snapshot: Suicide in the United States

In its 2003 report on suicide, the CDC’s National Center for Injury Prevention and Control reported:

♦ In 2000, suicide accounted for 29,350 Americans deaths. More Americans died from suicide than from homicide.
♦ In 2000, more teenagers and young adults died from suicide than from cancer, heart disease, AIDS, birth defects, stroke, and chronic lung disease combined.
♦ Overall, suicide is the third leading cause of death for young people ages 15-24 and the 11th leading cause of death in the U.S.
♦ Suicide rates are highest among Americans age 65 years or older.
Tips for Reducing Malpractice Exposure

Practitioners may reduce their exposure to malpractice action by adhering to sound clinical practices, but should be mindful that a suicide can occur at any time. There is little to no predictability. In determining the type and timing of intervention needed, social workers can also evaluate whether the potentially suicidal client appears to be an emergency with respect to timing or long-term risk.

For clients judged emergency suicide risks, treatment usually focuses on crisis intervention, referral to appropriate complementary services, and voluntary or involuntary hospitalization. For clients deemed long-term suicide risks, ongoing treatment and complimentary services are generally indicated.

Once the practitioner has obtained medical treatment for—and ensured the safety of—the client, the next focus can be on problem-solving interventions. These may include:

❖ Guiding the client in an examination of the pros and cons of death so that the client can be more objective in his or her thoughts.
❖ Developing an action plan to help guide the client away from suicide.
❖ Focusing on examining problems leading to the client’s suicidal crisis.
❖ Considering a no-suicide contract.
❖ Implementing appropriate follow-up.

It should be noted that research findings conflict as to the efficacy of no-suicide contracts. Moreover, developing such contracts draws on clinical issues beyond the scope of this Practice Pointer. Suffice it to say that no-suicide contracts are in themselves insufficient to protect clients from self-harm and must be part of a comprehensive array of clinical services.

For more information on suicide and malpractice risk, please read this consulted resource:


Additional resource. NASW has a practice update on “Minimizing Practice Risks with Suicidal Patients” by Mirean Coleman. (202) 336-0207
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Top 5 Cited Scales for Suicidality:
❖ Beck Scale for Suicidal Ideation
❖ Reasons for Living Inventory
❖ California Risk Estimator for Suicide
❖ Los Angeles Suicide Prevention Center Scale
❖ Suicide Probability Scale
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